Today, by spreading portable digital cameras and cellular phones with a camera, it has been easy to capture color images. But as the capturing condition is not always enough, the contrast of an color image may be not good. In this case, a method to improve the contrast of a color image is required. The linear brightness conversion and the histogram equalization are well-known as the conventional useful contrast improvement methods that are based on the distribution of brightness included in an input color image. But a resultant image with good contrast is not always generated because these conventional methods ignore an important spatial feature included in an input image. This paper proposes a method to obtain a good contrast color image by using the spatial feature in an objective image.
A good contrast image has not only a wide dynamic range of brightness but also sharp edges. This method uses the distribution of edge strength as the spatial feature to generate a Look-up-table(LUT) that represents the relation between input brightness and output brightness.
The output brightness of every pixel is determined by a Look-up-table generated from a edge strength histogram as shown in Fig.1(a) . First, an edge strength histogram whose vertical axis is the total differntial brightness which means the total edge strength and whose horizontal axis is the brightness level is generated. Second, an accumulation edge strength histogram is generated by accumulating the horizontal values from the position of the brightness level is zero sequentially in the edge strength histogram. Finally, vertical axis is normalized to the upper-right maximum value becomes the maximum brightness of the output image to generate the Look-up-table. In the Look-Up-Table, the horizontal axis is the brightness of an input image and the vertical axis is the one of an output image. The brightness around Y that have large frequencies in the edge strength histogram are extended significantly between the input image and the output image because the gradient of the Look-up-table around Y becomes steep as shown in Fig.1 .
By only converting brightness in a color image, the color in the output image becomes blurred in comparison with the color in an original image. So it is also necessary to convert the saturation of colors between in the input image and the output image. The saturation of a color is converted according to the HIS color relation space. Fig.2 shows an example of the contrast improved color images.
From a top to order in Fig.2 , each image means the original image, a resultant image by the linear brightness conversion method, a resultant image by the histogram equalization method, a resultant image by the proposed method.
The experimental results show that the output color image by the proposed method had good and natural contrast visually compared with the conventional methods. The superior results were also obtained by both the visual subjective evaluation and the quantitative evaluation of image sharpness. The processing time was almost as same as by the linear brightness conversion method. Today, by spreading a digital camera and a cellular phone with a camera, it has been easy to capture color images. But as the capturing condition is not always enough, the contrast of an image may not be good. This paper proposes a method to improve the contrast of a color image based on the distribution of edge strength of brightness included in an objective image. Output brightness of every pixel is determined according to a Look-up-table generated by using a histogram to represent a distribution of edge strength. Saturation of color is also converted according to the HIS color relation space. The experimental results show that the output color image by the proposed method had good and natural visual contrast compared with the conventional methods. 
